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When a picture is chosen to illustrate a scene from a Greek story, or one from daily life, 

more likely than not it will be taken from a 'Greek vase'. This is because, though the 

paintings and drawings from ancient Greece have perished, the Greeks had the habit of 

drawing pictures on their clay pots and cups, and thousands of these remain. This decorated 

pottery was popular with some foreigners, and a huge number of vases was exported to 

Italy where the Etruscans placed them in the big chamber-tombs they built for their dead. 

They have been excavated there and elsewhere during the last two hundred years and 

more, and are in museums and private collections. They have been intensively studied by 

scholars, and we now have a good idea of where and when they were made. Rather than 

discuss those questions however, I will take a particular vase and consider the pictures 

which decorate it. 

 

Where are vases found? 

 

Vases of this kind continue to turn up in great quantity, some in scientific excavations by 

archaeologists, others 'on the market'. Many of those in sale catalogues are smuggled out 

from illegal excavations in Italy, Greece, and Turkey. A vase from a legal excavation has a 

'context' – we know where it was found and what was found with it. This helps us to place 

it, and there may be things about the new vase which tell us things we did not know about 

the context. In the case of a vase on the market all these advantages are lost. Anything we 

can know about it will come from looking at the vase itself. Let us look at one, and see what 

questions we ask ourselves about it, and what sort of answers we can find. This vase was 

pictured in a sale catalogue about ten years ago and I do not know where it is now. Vases of 

this type in this fine condition are most often from tombs in Tuscany (Etruria), but in this 

case we can only guess. Where and when was it made? Certainly in Athens, probably around 

500 B.C., but we cannot be quite as sure of the date as of the place. 

 

The decoration of most Greek vases is two-colour – the light co lour of the clay, and patterns 

or figures drawn on that in a dark colour, itself a clay slip. The earth of Attica is full of iron 

which gives the clay a warm colour. Potters developed ways of reinforcing this, making the 

colour orange, and at the same time they learnt to make the dark slip a glossy black, and the 

effect of Athenian vase-paintings is achieved by the contrast of these two colours. When the 

black is used for the figures the scheme is known as 'black-figure'. When the process is 

reversed, the background painted in black, leaving the figures in orange, it is called 'red-

figure'. Our piece is red-figure, and we believe that red-figure was invented not much before 

525 B.C. 



 

Identifying the artist 

 

There is often writing on Greek vases, including names by figures or signatures of potter or 

painter. The distinctive drawing-styles of many Athenian painters can be recognised, 

whether or not they have put their name on any piece. Ours is not inscribed, but is certainly 

drawn by Epiktetos, from whom we have more than forty signatures . His earliest work is in 

a primitive style, not far from the beginning of red-figure, perhaps around 520. His latest is 

much more developed, certainly not before the late sixth century. There are reasons for 

thinking that some of his vases are from after 500, even possibly as late as 480, and ours is 

certainly among his latest. 

 

Epiktetos specializes in decorating this type of vase, the kylix, a wide, shallow wine-cup on a 

narrow stem. His early cups are of a different type with a broader stem set off sharply from 

a deeper bowl. The three cups shown in the circular picture inside our cup are of a different 

type again. The painter probably thought of them as metal. The shapes of Greek pottery are 

closely related to those of metal vessels. In this picture a bearded man reclines, his upper 

part bare, his cloak wrapped over his legs. He holds a cup by its foot in his left hand and 

swings another by the handle on his right forefinger. This is the game called kottabos in 

which the drinker tries to land the last drop of wine in a bowl on a stand and make it fall. A 

third cup stands ready, and his stick and a wine-jar are in the background. 

 

Kottabos is part of the symposium, a formal party in which the drinkers reclined on couches 

round a room, a small table beside each couch, as we see them in this picture by a younger 

painter, Douris, who worked in the early decades of the fifth century. Kylikes and jugs hang 

on the wall, but you have to imagine the wall. This is not realistic drawing. There is no 

shading or indication of space, all faces are in profile, but the eye is seen as though in full 

view. From this picture we see that the drinker on our cup is reclining on a couch and the 

cup beside him standing on a table. 

 

One reason for thinking that this cup is a very late work of Epiktetos is the size of the circular 

picture. In most of his work it is much smaller, but by Douris' time the larger picture has 

become the rule. 

 

The scenes of myth 

 

These are pictures from contemporary life. The two pictures on the outside of our cup are 

from legend. One shows a naked hero attacking with a sword a Centaur who brandishes a 

tree but collapses. Another Centaur comes up on each side lifting a rock as weapon. Some 

fragments are lost, including much of the hero's face. Greek artists like to draw the naked 

male body and often show figures without clothes in circumstances where in fact they 



would have worn them. The Centaurs, a wild mountain people, half man half horse, are 

described in conflict with Greek heroes in several legends. No names are written on this 

vase. A single hero against several is usually Herakles and the Centaurs of Arcadia, but he is 

most often shown with lion-skin and club or bow and arrows. This may rather be an excerpt 

from the battle of the Lapiths against their neighbours the Centaurs of Thessaly, the hero 

either their prince Peirithoos, his Athenian friend Theseus, or Kaineus who was invulnerable 

but was beaten into the ground with rocks and trees. Or the craftsman may simply have 

thought 'Hero against Centaurs'. 

 

The other picture must be a particular story, but it is hard to identify. A bearded man with 

wild long hair chases a woman past an altar, while two other women scatter in fear. He 

wears a short travelling tunic and is girt with a sword-sheath (part is missing, but compare 

the hero on the other side). The bearded man is empty-handed, so the sword must be in its 

sheath. Man pursuing woman in a sanctuary is a common theme. Religious festivals were 

almost the only time Athenian wives and daughters appeared in public, and Athenian vase-

painters regularly show the numerous abductions in legend taking place in a sanctuary. 

Almost always, however, the pursuer is young (beardless) and he never wears a sword. 

There is one bearded, shaggy pursuer: Boreas, the North Wind, who abducted the Athenian 

princess Oreithyia. Pictures of this scene first appear on Athenian vases after the battle of 

Artemision in 480 B.C., when the North Wind came to the Athenians' aid, scattering the 

Persian fleet. If we could identify the pursuer here as Boreas it would son firm an idea, 

based on other evidence, that Epiktetos may have worked as late as 480. Almost certainly, 

however, this will not do. Boreas is shown like this, bearded and wild, in short tunic, often 

pursuing Oreithyia and her companions past an altar, but he always has wings, as wind-gods 

generally do, and never a sword. 

 

There is, though, one legend which this might illustrate though no other picture of it is 

known. A favourite scene in Athenian vase-painting of this time is Orestes' vengeance on his 

mother Klytaimestra and her lover Aigisthos, who had killed his father Agamemnon. Part of 

their motive for that killing was also revenge for earlier wrongs, Klytaimestra remembering 

her daughter Iphigeneia, sacrificed by Agamemnon, Aigisthos a terrible wrong done to his 

father Thyestes by Agamemnon's father Atreus. Atreus and Thyestes were two sons of 

Pelops who quarrelled bitterly. Atreus invited his brother to a feast of pretended 

reconciliation, but killed Thyestes' young sons and served the meat up to him, afterwards 

showing him the heads. The maddened father rushed in his polluted state to Delphi to ask 

Apollo how he could be avenged, and the oracle replied that he could beget an avenger on 

his own daughter. His daughter Pelopeia was at Sikyon, and Thyestes hurried there. He 

arrived when a festival of Athena was in progress. Remembering his pollution (the eating of 

his children) he dared not enter the sanctuary but hid in a grove outside, beside the river. 

Pelopeia was dancing with other girls in the festival, but she slipped in a puddle of blood 

from a sacrifice and stained her dress. She went down to the river to wash it. Thyestes saw 



and recognised her, and raped her. In the struggle she caught hold of the hilt of his sword, 

and when he fled the sword was left in her hand. She buried it under the altar, and when 

the son she bore, Aigisthos, was grown she brought it out for him as token of who his father 

was, and he used it to kill Agamemnon. 

 

These details of the horrible story are preserved only in a late Latin school-book, Hyginus's 

Fabulae, but they probably come from a play Thyestes by Sophocles. Sophocles was only 

born in 496, around the time our vase was painted, but he will have been using an old story. 

In Hyginus the rape took place outside the sanctuary, while on the cup the man is breaking 

up the dance at the altar. This could, however, be due to difficulties a vase-painter would 

feel in drawing the story as Hyginus tells it. It is outside his usual range, and he would be 

likely to adapt it to his regular abduction picture. The shaggy man in traveller's dress suits 

Thyestes well, and the sword, unique in pictures of this kind, is essential to this story. It can 

only be a tentative identification, however, unless a similar picture turns up with names 

written by the figures – and if that happens they may very well turn out to be quite different 

names, showing that the picture illustrates a different story! 

 

Martin Robertson has spent a lifetime studying Greek painted pottery: he published his first 

article on vase painting in 1935 and his splendid The Art of Vase Painting in Classical Athens 

was published by Cambridge University Press in 1992. 


